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BEACHTEK
DXA-ALEXA
If you shoot with the highly successful ARRI ALEXA Mini
camera you’re probably used to a sound person sorting
out your audio, but now there’s a DIY option
WORDS JULIAN MITCHELL

hen the ALEXA Mini was
launched it was a replacement
for the ‘M’ which initially
answered the need for a
smaller camera for getting better
interocular in 3D productions. The
Mini, however, had its sight on wider
usage, especially as 3D productions
were reduced to a trickle.
With the Mini you got a
beautifully engineered small version
of the normal-sized ALEXA. The same
sensor, frame rates and video outputs
but for audio I/O the limited space
inside the camera meant a scratch
audio track only. There was room
for the audio codec but no amplifier,
phantom power or even audio output.
At the start of the Mini’s life this
omission wasn’t much of a problem
as users delighted in having the
full-grown ALEXA’s beautiful look
in a small package. Dronies loved it
as did documentary shooters and,
increasingly, drama DOPs. But the

size also interested the self-shooter
until they realised the drawback of the
limited audio abilities.
BEACHTEK
Enter the third-party after-market
products like Sound Devices’
MixPre-D and monitoring solutions
from SmallHD – but also the Beachtek
DXA-ALEXA which is more of a
custom-made solution. The basic
specs are two transformer-balanced
XLR inputs with phantom power and
a 40 or 60dB gain stage along with
headphone monitoring. The oblongish unit is around 5x4x2in (we’ve
rounded up for simplicity), made
of carbon fibre like the Mini with
balanced XLR inputs on one side,
power on/off on the other and notched
channel 1 and 2 trim control knobs
on top. On the bottom you have three
threads for attaching to the bracket
that comes with the unit or for direct
attachment to your rig or Mini cage.

You have other controls about the
unit including headphone control, line
out, mic out and RTN. The design has
been tweaked to match the Mini but is
also beautifully resolved with a classy
feel to it and it’s only 374g. The toggle
switches are on the small side but are
water resistant to encourage you to rig
it on your rails or mount it around the
camera for quick access.
As the popularity of the ALEXA
Mini increases into wider shooting
scenarios the Beachtek preamplifier
offers a solid and professional audio
recording option. Beachtek has a
smaller device that has one XLR input
plus three mini-jack inputs for 3.5mm
mics such as the RØDE VideoMic or
wireless systems. This is the DXAMICRO PRO. It only provides 30dB of
gain but you can increase the camera
gain to compensate.
The DXA-ALEXA is available from
CVP for £599 but doesn’t come with
any cables so budget for those.
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IMAGES The
BeachTek DXAALEXA’s carbon fibre
apes the camera it’s
bound for.
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